
The Frontlines Experience is an exciting component of 
IJM’s 24JE, off ering your students the opportunity to 
take part in a simulated modern slavery investigation.

The Frontlines 
Experience: 

Talan’s Case 



Combating Injustice: The 
24JE Frontlines Experience
Talan’s Case 

It may be diffi  cult for students to understand how IJM actually
seeks victim rescue, survivor aftercare, perpetrator accountability 
and structural transformation. This activity will bring them to the 
frontlines of the fi ght against slavery, based on the way IJM teams 
work in the fi eld. 

The Frontlines Experience is similar in feel to the “detective mystery” 
games you may have participated in with friends. This case, however, 
is based on real client stories and provides a chance to experience the 
real challenges IJM sees when rescuing victims of forced labor slavery. 

It’s also a high-energy, interactive competition that will provide a 
unique outlet for students to be creative.

The game instructions are divided into two sections:

• Planning Your Frontlines Experience

• Running the Frontlines Experience

All of the supporting information you need, along with handouts
to photocopy follow:

• IJM Frontlines Experience Case Narrative

• Team Rotation Plan

• Team Instructions

• Clues for Characters
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One Month Before:

1.  Recruit adult team leaders to help guide each 
student team logistically through the exercise. Th e 
competition has been designed for a maximum 
of four teams. Large groups can add teams by 
duplicating a team’s rotation plan and clues, but 
this may aff ect how quickly the activity runs. 

2.  Recruit seven character role players. Character 
roles can be played by adults from the youth 
group team or other volunteers from your church 
community. Each role player should receive a copy of 
the Case Narrative and their specifi c character clues. 

 Scenario characters: 
• Talan: 15-year-old slave boy
• Anjali: Talan’s mother
• Claire: 40-year-old slave woman
• Philip: police offi  cial in his 50s
• Stephen: man in early 50s; family friend to Harini
• Harini: 17-year-old runaway slave girl
• Judge(s): one or more, any age or gender

3.  Prepare five different stations where these 
characters will remain during the game. It is best 
if the locations are not visible from each other. 
Feel free to decorate each space to represent its 
game location. 

 You should also create a map for teams to know 
 where each station is located.

  If you want to expand this event beyond the church 
property, you could also select various homes and 
parks near the church and have the teams travel in 
church vans to the diff erent locations. Keep in mind 
that the whole activity should take about 90 minutes.

Planning Your
Frontlines Experience

24JE Frontlines Experience: Character Stations

Location Character(s) Suggested Space

Brick Factory Talan Back side of the church or maintenance shed

Anjali’s House Anjali Nursery or children’s area

Village Market Claire Kitchen area

Police Station Philip Parking lot under street light by his car

Stephen’s Home Stephen and Harini Offi  ce area
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One Week Before:
(Or when you have fi nal list of participants)

1.   Put together case packets using large
9” x 12” envelopes.  Include the Team 
Instructions sheet from page 11, the team’s first 
clue from page 12 and the map you created with 
the character locations.

2.   Meet with all the leaders and character 
role players to explain the details of the game, 
locations of their characters, character costume 
ideas and overall objectives to be achieved. Each 
character should receive the Case Narrative and 
their character clues (p. 7-9).

3.   Teams should have access to digital 
cameras or camera phones to gather evidence 
in their investigations. If students will not have 
their own cameras or phones, arrange to borrow at 
least one of these for each team.

On the Day of Your
Frontlines Experience:

1.  Determine an “operation center” for each 
team where they can gather to plan their strategy 
and build their case. This can simply be the 4 
corners of your youth room.

2.  Make sure each adult  team leader 
understands their group’s rotation plan, as 
each group rotates through the characters diff erently.

3.  Ensure each character role player is familiar 
with the whole Case Narrative, but remind 
them to limit their responses to their specifi c role. 

4.  Character role players should be in their 
positions around the campus where they will 
stay for the entire game. Th e various teams will be 
finding each character and will interview them, 
seeking out the facts of the case, taking pictures 
and gathering signed documents.

Special Note for Large Groups
• If your group is larger than 40 students (10 per 
 team), you can scale up the game by adding 
 additional groups of 10. Th is means two groups at 
 a time will be interviewing the characters.

• If your group is larger than 80 students, simply 
 double the role characters. 

• The largest group to play this game had 500 
 students! Scaling is possible – it simply requires 
 more leaders, and judges at the end.
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Running Your
Frontlines Experience

When the time comes to explain the game, have the students sit together 
with their team. Assign team numbers and the operation centers each will go 
to when the game begins.

With that settled, the game leader should explain the 
IJM Frontlines Experience:

SCRIPT:
When moving in to free a modern-day slave, you can’t 
just kick down a door and run off  with the person. 
Th is is the case for several reasons:

• Justice demands not only that victims of slavery go 
free, but that abusers are stopped, so that others will 
be protected from abuse in the future. Only local law 
enforcement can make sure this happens. 

•  In order to take action against the slave owner, 
you must work within the legal system to prove 
that he or she is enslaving people. Th is can be more 
diffi  cult than it sounds. 

•  Th ere are huge challenges in planning an operation 
that keeps everyone safe and discerns the truth. 
For example, slaves often deny wrongful treatment 
or dire conditions out of fear of the slave owner. 
Proving the abuse takes lots of careful planning.

In order to help ensure the slave’s continued freedom 
after the rescue, you must work within the legal 
system to properly document who this person is and 
establish that he or she is no longer under debt. He or 
she must be established as a freed person.

The Objective:
In the next 90 minutes, you and your team will 
work together on the frontlines as a human rights 
organization to investigate a case of forced labor 
slavery. You will find witnesses, seek out evidence, 
draw conclusions and present your findings to a 

judge. Th e team with the best research and top-notch 
presentation will be declared the winners.

Here are the facts you need to uncover: [Note: Th is list 
will be part of their team packet.]

You must determine:
• Victim(s)
• Th e crime
• Is the accusation true? Did the abuse really happen?
• Perpetrator(s)

 What kind of power are you up against in 
confronting this perpetrator?

    What violent force does the perpetrator use to 
oppress his victim(s) and protect himself/herself?

    What deceptions or lies are being (will be) 
perpetrated to isolate the victim from the 
assistance of others?

•  The perpetrator will generally lie about three 
things—are you prepared to overcome each of 
these lies?

 Lie 1: Th ere is no abuse.
    Lie 2: It’s someone else.
 Lie 3: It’s legitimate.

• What evidence (photos, written statements) can 
 you fi nd to prove the crime?

•  Is there anyone who has the power to stop the abuse?

•  Each team will be given four minutes to have two 
people present their case of what should be done 
before the judge(s).

END SCRIPT
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Start the Competition 

•  Give each team a case packet to open in their 
operation center. The case packet should include 
the team instructions, first clue and a map of the 
church with the location of case characters.

•  Make sure students know they only have 90 
minutes to complete the case.

•  Teams will go to their operation center, read the 
instructions and determine a plan of action.

•  All teams will have the same case, but the order 
of witnesses they interview will be different so that 
one team at a time is at each location. 

•  Teams should assign roles—note-takers, interviewers, 
photographers and lawyers to present the case before 
the Judges. Everyone on the team should have a role, 
so they may need to change with each interview.

•  Teams start with the clue in their packet and 
move to locations from there based on the clues 
they find.

    Teams should only spend 5-7 minutes with each 
witness; otherwise the other teams will not have 
the chance to talk with them.

•  After each interview, the witness (character) will 
provide the next clue inside an envelope. Note: 
it is very important that these envelopes are clearly 
marked for each team, as the teams sometimes have to 
return more than once.

•  Once they finish all their interviews, teams should 
return to their operation center to plan their 
presentation for the judges.

Presentation before the Judges:

1.  After 90 minutes, have all the students 
return to the main meeting room and sit as a 
team for their presentation before the Judges. Note: 
large groups will need multiple judges in different 
rooms or areas of the youth room.

2.  Each team has four minutes to present the 
case they have before the judges.

    Make sure you have a timer who tells the Judge 
when the time is up.

    Use the Judges’ Score Card (see p. 18) to track 
the evidence each group presents. 

3.  After each team has presented, the Judge 
should give them three minutes to prepare their 
one-minute closing argument—one last chance to 
persuade the Judges.

4.   IMPORTANT: Before the teams begin work-
ing on their closing argument, the Judge 
should politely suggest that the judge’s chambers are 
in need of a new paint job, should any of the teams 
be interested in helping him with this project.

    Hopefully students will see that the Judge is 
asking for a favor or bribe.

    At IJM, we never provide any type of bribe to 
help us win a case. Bribes are a “work-around” 
impossible for the poor, so we’re working to 
end them!

    If any team does in closing arguments offer 
to paint the judge’s chambers, this would 
automatically disqualify the team from winning. 
However, do not tell them this until all four 
teams have given closing arguments.

5.  After the closing arguments, the Judges can 
review the score cards to help determine which 
team has best completed the casework investigation.

    Note for Large Groups: If you had several 
judges hearing evidence, select the top 3 
groups to present before a "Supreme Court" 
before your whole group to determine the 
ultimate winner.

After the Judgment 
•  Take a few minutes to have the students share their 

thoughts and what they felt during this activity. 

•  Close by praying for the IJM investigators, social 
workers and lawyers who do this work daily 
around the world.
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Note: Fifteen minutes before the 
Frontlines Experience ends, confi rm 
with each team leader whether his
or her team has been working on
their presentation for the judging 
panel. This would include any 
evidence, testimonies, video, etc.
the team wants to present.

IJM Frontlines Experience: 
Case Narrative 

Character role players must read and understand this story 
completely so they can correctly answer questions from the students. 
Role players should try to memorize the information about their 
character, but they can print out this story for reference if needed. 

Do not give a copy of this story to the students. They need to 
investigate to fi nd the facts.

Cast of Characters: 
• Talan: 15-year-old slave boy

• Anjali: Talan’s mother

• Claire: 40-year-old slave woman

• Philip: police offi  cial in his 50s

• Stephen: man in early 50s; family friend to Harini

• Harini: 17-year-old runaway slave girl
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Anjali
When Anjali’s husband fell sick, the family needed 
1500 laxolai (the currency in the fi ctional country of 
Laxland, where this story takes place) (about $30 U.S.) 
to pay for a doctor. Th ey borrowed the money from 
Babbo, a local brick factory manager. He agreed to 
give them the loan on the condition that their son, 
Talan, would come work for him to pay back the 
debt. Th e family believed that Talan would work just 
a few months and then come home, with the small 
loan worked off. Talan went to work at the brick 
factory, about 20 miles from his parents’ village.

After receiving the loan, Anjali heard from Talan on 
occasion. However, it was difficult to discover how 
much of the loan was yet to be paid. Over several 
months they heard less and less from their son. Sadly, 
Anjali’s husband passed away about a year ago. As of 
today, she has not heard from Talan for 20 months. 
She has vowed to fi nd him and bring him home. 

Anjali knows a man, Stephen, whose friend escaped 
from the same brick factory.

Talan
For Talan, life has been extremely difficult at the 
factory. He works long hours every day and gets very 
little water or sleep. 

After all this time, Talan has no idea how much of 
his loan is left to pay. He receives about 25 laxolai 
each week (about 50 cents U.S.) but, because he lives 
at the factory, he is required to immediately hand 
the laxolai right back to the owner for rent and food. 
Talan knows a high interest is being added to the 
debt—about 45 laxolai each week—but he does not 
know how to calculate what he owes. He fi gures that 
some money must be held back from his pay, and that 
money is going toward the loan. 

Even though he is only a young teenager, Talan must 
produce 750 bricks a day, 7 days a week. When he fi rst 
started at the factory he only had to make 250 bricks 
a day. As he got more experienced, Babbo started 
requiring him to produce more in a day. Talan had to 
work longer and longer to fi nish all of his bricks. Since 
his quota increased to 750, he works 14 hours every 
day but still has a hard time making all of them. 

One day, Talan could not complete all of the bricks, 
and he learned what happens when you don’t fi ll your 
quota. Babbo warned him that lazy people are treated 
as bad workers. Babbo said he would never be able to 
pay off  the loan if he didn’t do the work to earn his 
keep. Th en, Babbo beat Talan violently.

Talan remembers what happened to Harini, a slave 
girl a few years older than him. She broke her hand 
one day in an accident, preventing her from getting 
any more bricks done. After being badly beaten by 
Babbo, Harini disappeared. No one seems to know 
what happened to her.

Claire
Claire, a 40-year-old woman, has been a slave at the 
brick factory for most of her life, and has largely lost 
her spirit. She and her brother were sold as forced 
laborers 25 years ago, when her family needed a loan 
to pay for her sister’s wedding. 

Claire remembers the day of the wedding. Her brother 
was able to go, but her owner demanded Claire stay 
behind as collateral for the family—ensuring they 
would not run away and fail to pay back the loan. She 
has neither seen nor heard from her family since that 
day. Claire does not know if her family knows where 
she is. It is possible that her brother never came back 
and that her family has left her; she simply doesn’t 
know. What she does know is that Babbo is violent 
when she doesn’t meet her brick quota.

Case Narrative
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Because Claire has been a forced laborer for so long, 
she is trusted with going to the village market to pick 
up supplies on occasion. Th ere she must pick up rice, 
bread, and other necessities. She always looks for her 
family while she is there, but has never seen anyone. 
She often thinks of running away when she goes to the 
market, but Babbo has told her what would happen if 
she did: the other workers would suff er for her actions. 

If Claire ever failed to return from the market, Babbo 
promised he would beat a worker every day until she 
returned. Th ere are many young workers, some even 
younger than she was when she first came to work 
at the factory. Claire knows the names and stories of 
almost everyone there and sees herself as a mother 
figure for many of them. She cannot bear to think 
what would happen to them if she ever left. 

Claire knows a young boy named Talan who has 
worked at the factory for nearly two years.

Philip
Philip, a police offi  cial in his 50s, has worked with 
the police force for many years. He hears complaints 
about Babbo’s brick factory often, and he has a sense 
of what happens there, but he hasn’t taken action. In 
fact, Babbo has convinced him that the laborers in the 
factory are supposed to be there.

Babbo’s laborers sometimes try to run away. When 
that happens, Babbo calls Philip to fi nd and return the 
laborers to the factory. At the moment Philip is trying 
to fi nd a girl, Harini, who Babbo claims has run away.

Philip has been suspicious of Babbo’s steep interest 
rates on loans—often more than the workers can 
pay—and he suspects that the loans Babbo off ers are 
illegal, but Philip does not have the time or resources 
to do anything about it. Besides, he would need some 
kind of proof—a signed statement, video or photos—
in order to be able to do anything anyway.

Stephen
Stephen, a man in early 50s, owns a small shop in the 
village. Several months ago, his family friend Harini 
arrived at his doorstep, claiming she had run away 
from Babbo’s factory. He has been secretly hiding the 
17-year-old at his home since then. 

Harini was a forced laborer for Babbo for several years. 
She knows the cruel conditions at the factory well. 
After she injured her hand, she knew things would go 
from bad to worse. Babbo beat her badly for days when 
she could not work. She finally concluded the best 
chance for her was to leave the factory. With nowhere 
else to go, Harini managed to fi nd her way back to her 
village and has been hiding at Stephen’s house.

Stephen thinks that thugs who work for Babbo will try 
to fi nd Harini and return her to the brick factory, so 
Harini cannot stay at her family’s home. He has been 
trying to keep her a secret until they fi gure out what to 
do. Harini has not seen her family or friends in years.

Stephen knows a woman on the other side of the 
village, Anjali, who allowed her son to go work several 
years ago. He has not seen or heard from the boy in 
a long time. Harini remembers a boy at the factory 
named Talan.

Tips for Characters: 
During the challenge, role players 
should only respond to questions 
being asked and not give information 
beyond what is asked. Some teams 
may be in such a hurry to get 
information that they don’t ask all the 
right questions, and thus will need to 
return for a second interview or else 
their casework presentation before 
the judges will be incomplete.
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Team Rotation Plan

To make sure each team has time with each character, they will follow a unique 
rotation plan. The team’s fi rst clue will get them started on the correct rotation, 
and then characters will give team-specifi c instructions for their next steps.

It is important that teams follow the rotation plan so 
you do not have several teams with the same witness. 
Visiting the characters in a different order will not 
aff ect the conclusions your teams can draw.

Tips to keep the team rotation fl owing smoothly:

•  Each character and adult team leader should have a 
copy of the team rotation chart below in case there 
is confusion by a team as to where they go next.

•  As the game goes along, teams may want to 
interview someone they simply see along the way 
to get ahead. Stress that this is not allowed, as it will 
disrupt the rotation needed to keep things running.

•  If your team shows up and the previous team has 
not yet left, the second team must wait until the 
previous team has fi nished interviewing. 

24JE Frontlines Experience: Team Rotation Chart

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4

Connect with
Claire at Market Talk with Anjali Talk with

Stephen & Harini Discover Talan

Discover Talan Talk with
Stephen & Harini

Connect with
Claire at Market Talk with Anjali

Talk with Philip Connect with
Claire at Market Discover Talan Connect with

Claire at Market

Return to Claire Discover Talan Talk with Philip Talk with Philip

Return to Talan Talk with Philip Talk with Anjali Return to Talan 

Talk with Anjali Return to Talan Return to Claire Talk with
Stephen & Harini

Talk with
Stephen & Harini Return to Claire Return to Talan Return to Claire
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Team Instructions
(Include this page in each team’s case packet)

Today, you must begin working on the case of a teenager named Talan. You 
have heard from his mother, Anjali, that he began working for a brick maker 
years ago to pay off  a family debt and that his family has not heard from him in 
a long time. 

You have assembled a team and need to investigate the 
case. Make sure you have at least one note-taker, an 
interviewer, a photographer and a lawyer to present 
your case at the end. Each team member should have 
a role, so double up where necessary.

Now you need to determine if Anjali is telling the truth, 
find out what she knows, talk to the police, gather 
evidence and determine if any abuse is happening. 

Open your fi rst envelope and learn where you need 
to start.

After you have investigated the case, you’ll need to 
provide as much information as possible to a judge. 
You should be prepared to present:

• Who is the victim(s)?

•  What is the crime? Did it really happen? Is the 
accusation true?

• Who are the perpetrator(s)?

    What kind of power are you up against in 
confronting this perpetrator?

    What violent force does the perpetrator use to 
oppress his victim(s) and protect himself/herself?

 What deceptions or lies are being (will be) told 
to the victim to stop him/her from getting help?

•  Can you contradict the three lies the perpetrator 
may tell?

   “Th ere is no abuse.”

   “It’s someone else.”

 “Th is arrangement is legitimate.”

• What evidence (video, statements, etc.) can you 
 fi nd to prove the crime?

• Is there anyone who has the power to stop the abuse?
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First Clues

The clues below will set each team off  on their correct rotation.

Cut them out and put them in the fi rst envelope each team will open. Note: Large groups adding additional teams should
add teams 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a, 1b, 2b, 3b, 4b, etc.

Team 1:

You have heard that slaves are often sent to the 
market to pick up rice and other supplies. In 
the hopes of connecting with someone from the 
brick factory, you should head to the market. 
You cannot let people there know you are a 
caseworker for a human rights organization. 
Instead you must be friendly and ask questions 
so that you appear to be a kind and curious 
person, nothing else.

Team 2:

With the information you have so far, you 
should go visit Talan’s mother, Anjali. You 
should get a written statement from her about 
what happened that allowed Talan to be stuck at 
the brick factory.

Team 3:

You have heard that a young woman named 
Harini, a former slave at the brick factory, may 
be staying with Anjali’s neighbor, Stephen. You 
need to go to Stephen’s home to ask Harini 
what she knows. You should take a written 
statement to build your case.

Team 4:

To start out, you decide to go to the brick 
factory and fi nd Talan. Your goal is to talk with 
him about the conditions there and determine 
what has been happening since he left home. Be 
careful, you do not want to reveal you are from 
a human rights organization yet.
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Talan gives these clues
to Team 1:
After First Visit: It’s time to see what kind of 
help the police authorities might provide. You 
must be careful here. You know the police in this 
particular town have helped fi nd forced laborers 
who have run away in the past—so you’re not 
sure it’s safe to reveal everything you know. 

Team 1:
After Second Visit: With the information you 
have so far, you should go visit Talan’s mother, 
Anjali. You should get a written statement from 
her about what happened that allowed Talan to 
be trapped in this place.

Talan gives these clues
to Team 2:
After First Visit: It’s time to see what kind of 
help the police authorities might be. You must 
be careful here. You want to see what kind of 
help they can be without revealing information 
about what you know.

Team 2:
After Second Visit: Now it’s time to re-visit 
Claire—she’ll probably be back at the market. 
See if there is any other information you can 
learn and then get a written statement from 
her about what happens at the brick factory.

Talan gives these clues
to Team 3:
After First Visit: It’s time to see what kind of 
help the police authorities might be. You must 
be careful here. You should see what kind of 
help they can be without revealing information 
about what you know.

Team 3:
After Second Visit: Having taken most of the 
statements and video footage that you can get at 
this point it is time to return to your operation 
center. Talk about what you have learned, 
decide whether or not you have a case, and 
prepare what you will say to the judge.

Talan gives these clues
to Team 4:
After First Visit: With the information you 
have so far, you should go visit Talan’s mother, 
Anjali. You should get a written statement from 
her about what happened that allowed Talan to 
be trapped in this place.

Team 4:
After Second Visit: From information you have, 
you know that a young woman named Harini, a 
former slave at the brick factory, may be staying 
with Anjali’s neighbor, Stephen. You need to go to 
Stephen’s home to ask Harini what she knows. You 
should take a written statement to build your case.

Information for Talan

Description: 15-year-old slave boy who has been working in Babbo’s factory for 
nearly two years

Location: Brick Factory

Costume ideas: Threadbare clothes, no shoes, bandaged arm or hands

Cut out these clues and place them in clearly labeled envelopes.
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Information for Anjali

Description: mother to Talan; husband Devesh died about one year ago; 
initially sent Talan to the factory to pay off a 1500 laxolai debt

Location: Anjali’s Home

Costume ideas: Long dress 

Cut out these clues and place them in clearly labeled envelopes.

Anjali gives this clue 
to Team 1:

From information you have, you know that a 
young woman named Harini, a former slave at 
the brick factory, may be staying with Anjali’s 
neighbor, Stephen. You need to go to Stephen’s 
home to ask Harini what she knows. You should 
take a written statement to build your case.

Anjali gives this clue 
to Team 2:

From information you have, you know that a 
former slave from the brick factory may be 
staying with Anjali’s neighbor, Stephen. You 
need to go to Stephen’s home to ask what she 
knows. You should take a written statement to 
build your case.

Anjali gives this clue 
to Team 3:

Now it’s time to re-visit Claire—she’ll probably 
be back at the market. See if there is any other 
information you can learn and then get a 
written statement from her about what happens 
at the brick factory.

Anjali gives this clue 
to Team 4:

You know that slaves are often sent to the 
market to pick up rice and other things. In the 
hopes of connecting with someone from the 
brick factory, you should head to the market. 
You cannot let people there know you working 
for a human rights organization. Instead, you 
must be friendly and ask questions so that you 
appear to be a friendly and curious person.
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Claire gives these clues
to Team 1:
After First Visit: After meeting with Claire 
you decide to go to the brick factory and fi nd 
Talan. Your goal is to talk with him about the 
conditions there and determine what kinds of 
abuses are happening to Talan and to others. Be 
careful, you do not want to reveal you are from 
a human rights organization yet.

Team 1:
After Second Visit: Now you should return to 
the brick factory to visit Talan. You need to not 
only get a statement from Talan, but you need 
to get evidence of any visible signs that there are 
slaves working in the factory.

Claire gives these clues
to Team 2:
After First Visit: After meeting with Claire 
you decide to go to the brick factory and fi nd 
Talan. Your goal is to talk with him about the 
conditions there and determine what kinds of 
abuses are happening to Talan and to others. Be 
careful, you do not want to reveal you are from 
a human rights organization yet.

Team 2:
After Second Visit: Having taken most of the 
statements and video footage that you can get at 
this point it is time to return to your operation 
center. Talk about what you have learned, 
decide whether or not you have a case, and 
prepare what you will say to the judge.

Claire gives these clues
to Team 3:
After First Visit: After meeting with Claire, 
you decide to go to the brick factory and fi nd 
Talan. Your goal is to talk with him about the 
conditions there and determine what kinds of 
abuses are happening to Talan and to others. Be 
careful, you do not want to reveal you are from 
a human rights organization yet.

Team 3:
After Second Visit: Now you should return to 
the brick factory to visit Talan. You need to not 
only get a statement from him, but you need to 
get evidence of any visible signs that there are 
slaves working in the factory.

Claire gives these clues
to Team 4:

After First Visit: It’s time to see what kind of 
help the police authorities might be. You must 
be careful here. You want to see what kind of 
help they can be without revealing information 
about what you know.

Team 4:
After Second Visit: Having taken most of the 
statements and video footage that you can get at 
this point it is time to return to your operation 
center. Talk about what you have learned, 
decide whether or not you have a case, and 
prepare what you will say to the judge.

Information for Claire

Description: 40-year-old slave woman who has worked at Babbo’s factory for 
about 25 years; motherly and protective; knows all the slaves at the factory

Location: Village Market

Costume ideas: Threadbare clothes, basket of market goods

Cut out these clues and place them in clearly labeled envelopes.
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Information for Philip

Description: Police offi  cer in his 50s

Location: Police Station

Costume ideas: Offi  cial-looking uniform, police paraphernalia

Note: Students do not know that they must take written and signed statements from witnesses until they meet with Philip.

Philip should remember to say: “Th e judge can’t do anything to help you unless you bring a statement with you 
from the people you talk to! Th at means you need to write down their specifi c words—and get them to sign it—so 
you can deliver them to the judge.”

Cut out these clues and place them in clearly labeled envelopes.

Philip gives this clue
to Team 1:

Now knowing that you must get a written 
statement, you need to visit again with both 
Claire and Talan. Visit Claire first. She is 
supposed to go to the market again soon.

Philip gives this clue
to Team 2:

Now you should return to the brick factory 
to visit Talan. You need to not only get a 
statement from Talan, but you need to get 
evidence of any visible signs that there are slaves 
working in the factory.

Philip gives this clue
to Team 3:

With the evidence you have so far, you should 
go visit Talan’s mother, Anjali. You need to tell 
her you have found her son and get a statement 
from her about how Talan became entrapped in 
this system of slavery.

Philip gives this clue
to Team 4:

Now you should return to the brick factory 
to visit Talan. You need to not only get a 
statement from him, but you need to get 
evidence of any visible signs that there are slaves 
working in the factory.
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Information for Stephen
and Harini

Stephen Description: Village resident in his 50s; family friend of Harini,
the slave girl

Location: Stephen’s home

Costume ideas: Anything casual, indicating a poor townsperson

Harini Description: 17-year-old slave girl who escaped from Babbo’s factory 
and has been hiding out at Stephen’s home

Location: Stephen’s home

Costume ideas: Threadbare dress or sari, timid demeanor

Cut out these clues and place them in clearly labeled envelopes.

Stephen and Harini give 
this clue to Team 1:

Having taken most of the statements and video 
footage that you can get at this point it is time 
to return to your operation center. Talk about 
what you have learned, decide whether or not 
you have a case, and prepare what you will say 
to the judge.

Stephen and Harini give 
this clue to Team 2:

You know that slaves are often sent to the market 
to pick up rice and other things. In the hopes of 
connecting with someone from the brick factory, 
you should head to the market. You cannot let 
people there know you are working for a human 
rights organization. Instead you must be friendly 
and ask questions so that you appear to be a 
friendly and curious person.

Stephen and Harini give 
this clue to Team 3:

You know that slaves are often sent to the 
market to pick up rice and other things. In the 
hopes of connecting with someone from the 
brick factory, you should head to the market. 
You cannot let people there know you working 
for a human rights organization. Instead, you 
must be friendly and ask questions so that you 
appear to be a friendly and curious person.

Stephen and Harini give 
this clue to Team 4:

Now it’s time to re-visit Claire—she’ll probably 
be back at the market. See if there is any other 
information you can learn and then get a 
written statement from her about what happens 
at the brick factory.
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Frontlines Experience 
Judges’ Score Card

Setting: Judges for the Frontlines Experience should 
be seated on the stage or behind a table with the 
students presenting the case at a podium—similar to 
what one would see in an actual court or on TV. The 
judges can also wear church choir or preaching robes 
if available.

Purpose: Give the students a chance to present the 
facts of the case as their team has discovered. They will 
show any written and signed documents, any photos 
or video, and will attempt to convince the judge of 
the crime and bring about some type of legal action 
against the slave owner.

Format: 

•  Each team of one or two students (lawyers) will 
present for 3 minutes.

•  After every team has presented, the judge should 
give them three minutes to prepare their one-
minute closing argument.

IMPORTANT NOTE: After all groups have 
presented and before the groups begin working on 
their final one-minute closing argument, the judge 
should politely suggest that his judge’s chambers are 
in need of a new paint job should any of the teams be 
interested in helping him with this project.

Check off each item received for each character. The 
team with the most evidence, who does not accept the 
bribe and who presents in an informed, professional 
manner is declared the winner. If more than one 
team has all the elements, the team with the best 
presentation and most thorough evidence wins. Note: 
Large groups add 1a, 2a, 3a, etc.

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4

Talan
Statement/signed

Photo/video

Anjali
Statement/signed

Photo/video

Claire
Statement/signed

Photo/video

Philip
Statement/signed

Photo/video

Stephen 
& Harini

Statement/signed

Photo/video

Bribe to paint office 
accepted? Yes or No

Totals and declared winner
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Still have questions?
Contact us at 24JE@ijm.org



International Justice Mission is a global organization that 
protects the poor from violence throughout the developing 
world. IJM partners with local authorities to rescue victims 
of violence, bring criminals to justice, restore survivors, and 
strengthen justice systems.

Highlighted as one of 10 non-profi ts “making a diff erence”
by U.S. News and World Report, IJM’s eff ective model has
been recognized by the U.S. State Department, the World 
Economic Forum and leaders around the globe, as well as 
featured by Forbes, Foreign Aff airs, Th e Guardian, Th e New 
York Times, Th e Phnom Penh Post, Th e Times of India, National 
Public Radio and CNN, among many other outlets.

Learn more at IJM.org

P.O. Box 58147, Washington, DC 20037 • (703) 465-5495 • 24JE@ijm.org 

*Pseudonyms have been used for the protection of these IJM clients. All text and images © 2014 International Justice Mission


